APA Reference List Citation – Webpage

http://www.alverno.edu/media/alvernocollege/library/pdfs/apawebpage.pdf


Some tips:

**Hanging indent** – use a .5” hanging indent for all reference list citations. Not sure how? This [handout has directions](link). **Authors** – do not spell out an author’s first or middle name or include their credentials. If there is no author, begin the citation with the title of the webpage. Visit the [Purdue OWL site](link) for information on citing multiple authors.

**Date** – use the date that the webpage was published, last updated, or revised. If the webpage has no date, use (n.d.).

**Title** – capitalize the first word of the webpage title, first word of a subtitle (after a colon “:”), and proper nouns. Other words are not capitalized. Webpages are typically part of a larger work (the website), so the webpage title is not italicized.

**Name of website** – do not include the name of the parent website if it is found in the web address (URL). In this example, the parent website (Quackwatch) is found in the web address, so it is excluded from the citation.

**Web address (URL)** – use the address of the webpage and do not hyperlink the URL (not blue, not underlined).

This work is licensed under a [Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License](link).